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THE ENORMOUS TURNIP
Scene one
In the garden, introducing the characters
NARRATOR: - This is the story of the enormous turnip.
CHORUS: - This is the man.
MAN:
- Hello.
CHORUS: - This is the woman.
WOMAN: - Hello.
CHORUS: - This is the boy.
BOY:
- Hi!
CHORUS: - This is the girl.
GIRL:
- Hi!
CHORUS: - This is the dog.
DOG:
- Hello! Woof, Woof.
CHORUS: - This is the cat.
CAT:
- Hello, Miao, Miao.
CHORUS: - This is the mouse.
MOUSE:
- Hello, I’m a small mouse.
CHORUS: - And this is the Enormous Turnip.

Scene two
MAN: - Look! A seed.
WOMAN: - Put the seed in the ground.
MAN: - Yes
WOMAN: - Put water on seed.
MAN: - Yes, look, water.
WOMAN: - Let’s have breakfast.
MAN: - Oh yes, I’m hungry.

Scene three
NARRATOR:
CHORUS:
NARRATOR:
CHORUS:
MAN:
WOMAN:
MAN:
WOMAN:
MAN:
WOMAN:
MAN:
NARRATOR:
CHORUS:
MAN:
WOMAN:
MAN:
WOMAN:
MAN:

-

- This is the garden.
- The seed grows and grows and grows.
- Two months later.
- The man and the woman go into the garden.
- Look at the seed.
- Look! It’s not a seed, it’s a turnip!
-Yes, it’s a very big turnip. I’m very happy.
- I’m hungry.
- I’m hungry. Let’s eat the turnip.
- Pull the turnip.
- OK
- The man pulls the turnip.
- But the turnip doesn’t move.
Please help me.
OK
Pull
No! It’s too big.
We need more help.
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CHORUS:

- More help, more help, more help.
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MAN and WOMAN: - Look! There is a boy.
BOY:
- Hello.
MAN:
- Hello, Please help us.
BOY:
- Yes, Ok.
WOMAN: - Pull.
BOY:
- OK.
MAN:
- One, two, three, Pull
BOY:
- Pull.
CHORUS: - But the turnip doesn’t move.
NARRATOR:
- They see a girl.
MAN+WOMAN+BOY: - Please come and help us.
GIRL:
- Yes, OK
MAN+WOMAN+BOY+GIRL: - One, two, three, pull, pull, pull
CHORUS:
- But the turnip doesn’t move.
MAN+WOMAN+BOY+GIRL: - Look, a dog.
DOG:
- Hello, Oh a very big turnip.
MAN+WOMAN+BOY+GIRL: - Please help us pull the turnip.
DOG:
- Woof woof, pull the turnip.
MAN+WOMAN+BOY+GIRL+DOG: - One, two, three, pull, pull, pull
CHORUS: - But the turnip doesn’t move.
DOG:
- There is the cat.
MAN+WOMAN+BOY+GIRL+DOG: - Please help us pull the turnip.
CAT:
- Miao miao, Yes
MAN+WOMAN+BOY+GIRL+DOG+CAT: - One, two, three, pull, pull, pull.
CHORUS: - But the turnip doesn’t move.
CAT:
- Look! My friend the mouse.
MOUSE:
- Hello cat, How are you?
CAT:
- I’m fine.
MAN+WOMAN+BOY+GIRL+DOG+CAT: - Please help us pull the turnip.
CAT:
- Yes, but I’m very small
MAN+WOMAN+BOY+GIRL+DOG+CAT+MOUSE: - One, two, three, pull, pull, pull.
CHORUS: - And they pull and pull and pull and pull.
MAN+WOMAN+BOY+GIRL+DOG+CAT+MOUSE: - Yes! We’ve got the turnip.
MAN:
- We’ve got an enormous turnip!

Scene four
In the kitchen
NARRATOR: - This is the kitchen.
WOMAN: - Let’s eat the turnip.
MAN:
- Yes, here is the turnip.
CAT+DOG: - Please, can we eat the turnip?
WOMAN: - Yes, here you are.
MOUSE:
- Can I eat the turnip too?
MAN:
- Yes, you can, here.
MAN+WOMAN+BOY+GIRL+DOG+CAT+MOUSE: - MMmmmm!! It’s good, it’s very
good! We are happy. GOODBYE.

THE END
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